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Chapter 1782
This is the only third time Shen has seen that uncle.
However, this time the uncle did not collide with Shen Weiyi, but
hurriedly walked across the corridor with a lunch box.
When the man was about to reach the end of the corridor, he saw
Shen Weiyi looking at him, he turned around and smiled at Shen
Weiyi, and then hurried away.
Shen Weiyi also smiled at the uncle, looking very sweet.
“What’s wrong with the only one?” asked Christopher next to him.
“It’s okay, Uncle Christopher, I just think my brother is too funny. His
little hands are fleshy and his arms are so short. Hee hee hee.” Shen
Weiyi smiled very sweetly.
Christopher also laughed.
It was the first time he had seen the baby up close.
Really nice.
Makes him want a baby too.
But……

with whom?
Seeing that Young Master Ze Yan is about to become a father, but his
Assistant Yan is still alone.
no!
When the fourth master is not busy, he has to talk to the fourth master.
Anyway, the fourth master should be a male matchmaker for one time,
and it is also a matchmaker for the two sessions.
Just let the fourth master help him, the assistant who has been with
him for ten years, to introduce a girlfriend, right?
Christopher has been the fourth master’s bodyguard since he was 21
years old, and has been for ten years.
So far, not even a daughter-in-law has gotten along.
Thinking like this, Christopher led Shen Weiyi to Shang Hongmei’s
ward.
The two of them have been running very diligently in the ward recently.
Most of the people who are hospitalized here will stay for more than a
week, so in this huge obstetrics and gynecology ward, I have seen a
few familiar people, all of whom have known each other these days.
of.
When they walked face to face with each other, they all smiled and
said hello.
On the contrary, the little girl was running in the corridor of the
obstetrics and gynecology department chattering and laughing, which
brought a touch of joy to the quiet obstetrics and gynecology
department.
However, at this time, no one noticed that in a far corner, a man under
a high-powered mirror was making a phone call.
On the phone, it was the only thing related to Shen.
“In the past three or four days, has an assistant been accompanying
Shen Weiyi all the time?”

“Yes, sir.”
“What a great opportunity this is! What are you waiting for!” the
commanding tone at the other end.
“Master, that… that Assistant Yan, he seemed to follow the little
princess casually, but he looked at the little princess very closely, and
I didn’t even have a chance to attack.”
“I tried Assistant Yan, and he reached out his hand so fast that he hit
me at least five. I can’t get close to the little princess.”
That end: “…”
After a pause, he asked again, “Suzi still hasn’t appeared?”
“Master Hui, I never came.”
He sighed heavily: “What happened to her? Is she sick? Damn Arron!
I knew that he had always been so careless about their mother and
daughter!”
Here: “…”
“Waiting!” said the man on the other end, “when there is no chance,
just wait!”
“Yes, sir!”
After closing the line, the person on the other end of the phone was
sitting against the high background, drinking in a very decadent
manner, and muttering to himself, “Suzi, how are you doing now, you
are already pregnant for such a long month, that damn man But I’m
not by your side to accompany you!”
“His brother! That Jun Jingyu is better than him!”
“And that Xu Zeyan, Xu Zeyan is stronger than Arron, Suzi, what do
you like about Arron! You want to follow him so desperately!”
The man suddenly took a gulp of wine.
Perhaps because of being drunk, the man suddenly laughed.

Chapter 1783
A hallucination appeared in front of me: “The only, the only, come
here… let me hug, I will buy you many, many toys, the best toys in the
world for you, you call me… Call me dad, okay?”
At this moment, Shen Wei, who was lying in Shang Hongmei’s ward,
naturally couldn’t hear the call.
However, the little girl was inexplicably jolted.
“What’s wrong with the only one?” Shang Hongmei asked.
“It’s okay, maybe it’s cold, I’m a little cold.” Shen Weiyi smiled.
“Child, you must wear more clothes, don’t catch a cold, the injection
will be very painful.” Shang Hongmei touched Shen Wei’s head.
Shen Weiyi nodded: “I know, aunt, Weiyi listens to aunt’s words the
most.”
Shen is the only natural relative of monk Hongmei.
From the first time she saw Shang Hongmei, she felt that Shang
Hongmei must be her aunt, her aunt.
At that time, Shen Weiyi was like, if Aunt Shang was not her aunt, she
would not admit that others were her aunt.
Shang Hongmei and Shen Weiyi are also very close.
The few days she spent with Shen Weiyi made her gradually forget
her dead daughter.
After all, she didn’t get along with Chu Tiantian very much. The only
contact between her and Chu Tiantian was mostly when Chu Tiantian
asked her for money again, or Chu Tiantian quarreled with her.
That child’s heart was with Chu Hongfa after all.
Never had her mother.

Now that I think about it, Shang Hongmei is also relieved. Instead of
thinking about a dead daughter who doesn’t love her very much, it is
better to look at this six-year-old little dumpling in front of her to make
herself happier.
Only when people are happy can they be healthy.
If you are healthy, you can hold your child.
This morning, my aunt came to see her and comforted her in the
same way.
The aunt also told Shang Hongmei: “Sister, when you have a child,
the aunt will have something to do. The aunt will take care of the child
for you. When you go out to work, people have to rely on themselves.”
Shang Hongmei nodded: “Well, a certain aunt.”
She felt that although her life before the age of forty was extremely
unbearable, her mother died, her father did not want it, and her
stepmother abused her.
She finally got along with a man, but the man squeezed all her
hard-earned money, and even her own daughter squeezed her to
persecute her.
Her life before the age of forty was really dark to the extreme.
But it’s fine now.
All the gloom, all the bad luck has passed, and now she has come to
the fore.
She planned to give birth to this one, and when she was forty-three,
another one.
Have two more children, then live a good life with Zeyan, and move
around more with Xu Zeyan’s relatives.
Life will be more and more colorful in the future.

“Auntie, I’ll show you.” Shen Weiyi turned around and went outside,
took Christopher’s cell phone, and came back. He turned it on and
showed Shang Hongmei the picture of the baby.
“Auntie, look at how good-looking my brother is. This is the brother
born to me by Aunt Shanshan.”
“Yeah, it’s very, very good-looking.” Shang Hongmei couldn’t help but
caress her lower abdomen, not to mention her envy.
In eight months, her child will be born.
very nice.
“The only one, you are the lucky star of your aunt’s life, do you know
that? If it wasn’t for the first time that you dragged your uncle to the
corner to talk to your aunt, your aunt would not be able to escape that
shackle in this life. Don’t even think about escaping from the sea of
  misery in this life. come out.”
“It was even said that there was a child in the womb.”
“When my aunt is discharged from the hospital, my aunt has to treat
the only one to a big meal.”
“Good aunt.” Shen Weiyi said with a smile.
The child chatted with his aunt for a while in his aunt’s ward. After
eating with his aunt, he came out of the ward in a jaunty manner, and
was led out of the ward by Christopher.
At this moment, in a dark place far away, the man under the
high-powered mirror squatted in the corner again, and said to himself:
“Such a lively and lovely child who knows both cold and heat should
be mine! Mine!”
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Chapter 1784
The man looked sad and sad.
He took another sip of wine decadently, and kept mumbling: “How
good I am to you, I will play with you, I will ride for you, I have more
time than that stinky bastard. .”
“I do not want anything!”
“I don’t care about anything! I just want my family! My family! What’s
wrong with me!”
“Only, you like me, right?”
“I’ll be nice to you, and I’ll be nice to your mother. Your mother is the
bravest, most independent, strongest, and kindest woman in the
world.”
“That rotten bastard doesn’t deserve your mother!”
“Not worthy!”
“What about your mother? Why are two of her best friends
hospitalized in the obstetrics and gynecology department, and she
didn’t show up?”
“The only thing you tell me, is that stinky bastard bullying her again,
right? No, he won’t bully her, but what he is best at is snubbing your
mother.”
“He’s been busy with his career lately, his empire, his brother, where
is your mother in his eyes!”

“where is your mom?”
“Is she okay?”
No one could hear these words from the man in the high background
hidden in the corner.
Like an alcoholic, he got himself drunk and sat on the ground and fell
asleep.
When I woke up the next day, it was another day when I couldn’t see
Suzi.
The man went crazy in a hurry.
However, this anxious mood continued for three days.
He finally frightened in the high-powered mirror and saw Suzi’s figure.
Suzi finally came to the hospital on the fifth day after Dalia gave birth.
She was honestly bedridden at home for five days.
Until the doctor said to her: “Don’t worry ma’am, there is absolutely no
problem at all, your fetus is growing well, but ma’am, if you go out,
don’t walk by yourself, you have to take a car to avoid fatigue.”
“Haha don’t worry!” Suzi suddenly laughed.
She thought that although Shaoqin was very busy these days and
wouldn’t follow her, Christopher would definitely follow her. Whenever
she walked a little, Christopher wished he could support her by the
side, it would be fine.
Early in the morning, Suzi chose a maternity dress that fit her. It
looked less bulky and a little more fashionable. She also painted light
makeup. Although she still had freckles that could not be covered, her
complexion was much better. .
I wore a pair of grandma’s flat shoes on my feet, and I went out very
satisfied with myself.
Sit in a strict car.

Next to it was a small group of excited people.
The small group did not have class today.
The teachers in the kindergarten do training collectively, so the
children have a day off, and the little things are eager for it.
She doesn’t even dare to go to kindergarten now, she wants to go to
the hospital every day to hug her brother.
“Mom, hee hee, you definitely don’t know which ward my aunt
Shanshan lives in. I know, I’ll take you there. I’ll tell you mom, even
Uncle Christopher doesn’t know that clearly.”
Suzi looked at the driver Christopher apologetically in front of him:
“Assistant Yan, is this little stinky thing so stinky every day? Even you
don’t care?”
After saying that, Suzi educated Shen Weiyi: “The only one! Don’t
forget, Uncle Christopher takes you to and from school every day.
Uncle Christopher’s familiarity with Nancheng can be accurate to the
trash can in every corner, you know. ?”
Shen Weiyi: “Huh, I don’t believe it! It’s not in the hospital, I took Uncle
Christopher away in the hospital!”
Suzi: “…”
“Little Chi, how confident are you like your father!”
Christopher, who was driving in front: “Pfft…”
That, madam, the little princess is the seed of the fourth master, isn’t
she just like her father?
You are so right.
After Christopher finished laughing, he said to Suzi: “Madam, don’t tell
me, the little princess’ sense of direction is indeed very keen, much
stronger than mine, this is the little princess’ talent, although I am
familiar with Nancheng. I know the trash can in every corner, but my
sense of direction is really not as good as the little princess.”

“Hee hee hee.”
Shen Weiyi looked at Suzi more and more proudly: “How is it, Mom,
uncle Christopher praised me, hee hee.”
“As long as you can!” Suzi angrily poked Shen Weiyi’s forehead.
Shen Weiyi fell under her mother’s creaking nest, and put her little
hand on her mother’s belly.

Chapter 1785
Like her mother, she very much hopes that her mother will give birth
to the baby soon.
In the near future, she will have another brother.
In fact, I feel more like my sister in my heart.
Sister will be more beautiful.
Like mom and only.
But after thinking about it, it is also very good to be like a father.
Eh!
It would be nice if there were twins, one younger brother and one
younger sister.
“Mom, when you have a baby in your belly next time, can you put two
in your belly, that is, twins?” Shen Weiyi looked at his mother very
seriously.
Suzi: “…”
Christopher in front: “Little princess, your brain hole is really strange.”
Suzi smiled and asked, “Why?”
Shen Weiyi sighed: “Hey, I want a younger brother for a while, and a
younger sister for a while, what should I do if I want both?”

“If you could have two babies, a younger brother and a younger sister,
wouldn’t it be great?”
Suzi: “…”
Children are actually very loving.
Unlike other children, who only want their parents to have their own,
and do not want younger siblings.
However, Shen Weiyi thought that the more younger brothers and
sisters, the better.
Suzi’s heart suddenly warmed.
The car moved forward quickly.
Suzi hugged Shen Weiyi and looked out the window. Those poplars
and phoenix trees all quickly retreated back. Suzi followed the
retreating poplars and phoenix trees and thought of his past years.
Seven years ago, she was desperate and unexpectedly pregnant with
a child in her belly, and she didn’t even have the money she lost.
I also thought that I had no relatives, and I needed a relative to
accompany me.
So the only thing left.
It’s the only one, it’s her children who lead her to follow up these
children, these relatives.
The only one is her Suzi’s baby.
Baby that can never be replaced.
Even if there are more children in the future, the only one is the only
one.
She hugged the child tighter.
The child is also close to the mother.

The car stopped and the hospital arrived. Taking advantage of
Christopher’s good car, Shen Weiyi picked it out like a little rabbit as
soon as the door opened. She took her mother’s hand and walked as
she walked, excitedly introducing her to her mother for a hundred
years.
“Mom, let me tell you, you haven’t been to Aunt Shanshan’s ward, you
only know about Aunt’s ward, right?”
Suzi nodded: “So the only thing I have to do is show my mother the
way.”
“Mom, you follow me.” Shen Weiyi said.
“Good!”
“Mom, please slow down, you can’t see your belly, the only one to
support your mother. Mom, be careful, there are steps ahead.” It is fun
and has carefully supported her mother.
Suzi’s face was full of happy smiles as he carefully stepped up the
injured person’s steps.
“Mom, it’s time to get on the elevator.” Shen Weiyi took his mother to
the elevator.
“Mom, look, except after the elevator, turn left and then right, and you
can see Aunt Shanshan’s ward. Mom, let me tell you, Uncle
Christopher and I come every day, so many people live here. We all
know the patient’s family.” Shen Weiyi introduced him to his mother
as he walked.
Christopher followed closely behind.
Shen Weiyi really has an excellent memory.
She walked in the front, and the route she led for her mother was not
bad at all. They turned left and then right, and they saw Dalia’s ward
as soon as they turned the corner.
At this moment, Suzi also gradually walked far, far away, under the
lens of that high-powered mirror.

The man behind the high-powered mirror was shocked, and he said to
himself excitedly: “Suzi, you… finally appeared.”
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Chapter 1786
How long has it been since he saw Suzi?
Like a century.
He originally thought that pregnant women should be weak and
clumsy, and what he imagined in his mind was an ugly picture.
However, Suzi was not like that.
She is wearing a pink casual version of a women’s suit with patterns
on both sides of the suit sleeves. A little bit of cuffs on the Internet will
show her capable appearance.
Underneath the suit is a slightly slim fit radish trousers.
A good quality flat leather shoe for underfoot.
This outfit not only makes her look clumsy with her pregnant belly, but
it adds a bit of elegance and calmness to her that is exclusive to
pregnant women.
She walks calmly and calmly, unhurriedly.

Under the high-powered mirror from a distance, you can even see her
face clearly.
She was slightly pale, but she wore light makeup, and her pink lips
matched her little freckles for a soft, playful beauty.
She is still so beautiful.
Even if it is pregnant, even if it is listening to the pregnant belly.
The little girl she was holding in her hand was also very foreign today,
wearing a pink dress, a light gray sweater, cardigan, light gray leather
shoes, a pink headband on top of her head, and small broken flowers
all around her headband. .
When the little girl was holding her mother, she jumped and jumped
when she walked, very lively.
The mother and daughter walked on the corridor of the hospital,
forming another extremely beautiful scenery line.
After the high quilt, the men looked stupid.
He couldn’t bear to leave Suzi’s mother and daughter for a moment.
He has been their mother and daughter for four years.
The mother and daughter are full of vigor, vigorousness, and an
unparalleled breath of life.
This is what he has longed for all his life.
Against the high background, the man trembled all over.
He shouted to himself, “Suzi, are you tired?”
“You’re already so pregnant, and you’re struggling to walk, yet he’s
not with you?”
“You don’t just have to take care of yourself, you have to take care of
the kids too!”

“Why! Why is he not by your side every time it comes to a critical
moment?”
“The only thing you are pregnant with is like this, and the only thing
you are born is like this. You went to Jiaxing Island like this. Now that
you are seven or eight months pregnant, is it still like this?”
“Why do you love her so much!”
“Are you worth it!”
Speaking of which, the man’s tone was already extremely resentful!
At this moment, Suzi received a call.
From the high-powered mirror, the man could clearly see that Suzi
kept shaking his head and laughing, his mouth seemed to say, “No,
no…”
After a while, Suzi hung up the phone.
The man immediately dialed a string of mobile phone numbers.
“What is the lady talking about!”
On the other end, the person who answered the question was
trembling: “Master, Madam seems to be answering Fu… Fourth
Master Fu’s call, it seems that Fourth Master Fu asked her if we were
going to the hospital today, and asked her if she wanted to come. with
her?”
“Then, Madam said no, and Madam asked Fourth Master Fu if he was
busy.”
“It seems that Fourth Master Fu is very busy, so he can’t come to
accompany his wife and the little lady to eat at noon. The lady just
said on the phone ‘no, no’ she can take the little princess to eat by
herself…”
“Oh shit!”
“Bastard! Son of a b!tch!”

The man who was frightened by the high-powered mirror suddenly
scolded.
The man on the other end of the phone: “…”
“Are you enough?” the man asked.
That end: “Master Hui, everything is ready, just…”
The man shouted: “Just what! Please speak up!”
The other end: “Master Hui, Madam and the little princess have
always followed Fu Fourth Master’s assistant Christopher.
Christopher’s skills are very sensitive. If you move your hands, I don’t
know…”
“Relocate more than half of the staff immediately! Start in half an
hour!”
On the other end: “…”

Chapter 1787
“Do it now!”
“Yes!”
As soon as the phone dropped, the man saw from the high
background that Suzi took the initiative to make another call.
The man immediately dialed the number just now, and the other end
answered very quickly: “Master, what else do you want to tell me?”
“Quick! Transfer the eavesdropping to me!”
The other end: “Master, this will not be very clear…”
“I’ll tell you to turn around immediately!”
“Yes, sir!”

Soon, the voice of Suzi making a phone call came from the man’s
ears.
She was calling Arron: “Shaoqin, I forgot to remind me of something
just now.”
At the other end, Arron’s tone was extremely gentle: “What? Pregnant
women have a better memory than mine? Did you all remind me?”
Suzi suddenly smiled embarrassedly: “If the doctor hadn’t told me, I
wouldn’t know, you’ve endured getting sick for me all this time,
husband, every time I’m a pregnant woman teasing you, I I thought it
was okay.”
“But the doctor told me that if you hold back like this, it’s a little bit
inflamed.”
“Husband, you have the medicine I quietly put in your briefcase.
Remember to take it.”
“Also, you have to remember to drink more water, and the
inflammation will be cured soon.”
On the other end, Arron said more gently: “I said why you are so good
these days, you didn’t bother me anymore, let me give you a little bit,
and I’ll give you a little bit. It turned out that I knew that I had
something wrong with me. ?”
Suzi: “No…no, husband, I know I’m wrong, and I won’t pester you in
the future. After I give birth, you have to treat me well!”
Arron smiled: “Well, treat the great heroes of our family well.”
“Husband, I and the only one won’t accompany you to dinner at noon,
you can eat better by yourself.”
“Okay.” Arron said gently: “Take care of yourself, I’m helping Zeyan
review the cost of the Xu Group. I’ll have dinner with my uncle at
noon.”
Hearing Arron calling his uncle, Suzi said gratefully: “Shaoqin, you
have been really worried about my brother during this time, I know, if it

wasn’t for me, how could you help me like this? My brother, thank you
husband, you have worked hard.”
Arron laughed again: “Stupid or not? The person I want to help most
in my life is Xu Zeyan.”
“If it wasn’t for him, how did you spend the six years with the only one,
your mother and daughter? You are right, I helped him all for your
sake, because he is your only relative, and of course my relative. “
“Uncle!” the man laughed.
Suzi: “Husband, come back tonight, I’ll wait for you.”
“Well, I’ll go back early tonight, wash your feet, pinch your feet, and
put my arms around you to sleep.”
“Goodbye husband.”
“Bye-Bye.”
“Don’t forget to take your medicine, husband!”
“OK.”
“Bye-Bye!”
“Bye-Bye!”
During this phone call, Suzi and Arron stuck together for several
minutes, just outside Dalia’s ward.
When Suzi hung up the phone, the man under the high-powered
mirror suddenly slumped on the ground.
She loves him so much.
They are still so sweet.
He didn’t ignore her. He even washed her feet when he went back at
night?
They are so sweet.

The man hesitated suddenly.
At this time, the voice of the request came from the other end of the
phone: “Master, when are we going to start?”
Here, the man in the high background said desolately and desolately:
“Withdraw… withdraw!”
“what?”
“Withdraw! I told you to withdraw! Never come back in the future!” The
man suddenly got angry!
“Okay, okay sir, withdraw now!”
“Hang up!” The man said again decadently.
The phone hung up, and the man put away the high-powered mirror
weakly. Just as he turned around, he stretched out his hand and
suddenly a woman appeared.
The woman stood in front of the man and said angrily, “Pan Haoyang,
aren’t you your new love, Suzi? Why didn’t you grab it again?”
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Chapter 1788

Pan Haoyang looked up at the woman in front of him, and shouted
decadently, “Daughter ghost! Get out of the way! If you don’t get out,
I’ll make you a jerk!”
The man sneered: “Ha!”
“Do you think I dare not!” Pan Haoyang sneered.
“I can beat you from a pregnant woman into a miscarriage, and then
have someone take your uterus out and lock you up. How far do you
think I’m close to turning you into a man?”
“I, Pan Haoyang, have no patience with you! Some are just disgust! I,
Pan Haoyang, have never been merciless to the woman I hate!”
The woman immediately smiled strangely: “I believe it! I believe it! Of
course I believe it!”
“But Pan Haoyang, didn’t you realize that I am very energetic?”
“You’ve hurt me like that! Lock me up, and I can still escape from your
clutches. Do you think I’m a vegetarian, Qiu Cunxin! I tell you! This old
lady is the evil who climbed up from the eighteenth hell. Ghost! I
already look like a ghost, so what am I afraid of!”
Pan Haoyang smiled: “Hate me?”
“What do you think?” Qiu Cunxin sneered.
Pan Haoyang said coldly: “Qiu Gui! You can’t hate me! I, Pan
Haoyang, never hurt innocent people! I have no grudges with you in
the past! We don’t know each other at all! You scold me the first time
you see me! scold me! The woman I like!”
“Of course I’m going to beat you up!”
“It’s over after a fight, we don’t owe each other anyone!”
“But you b!tch! You didn’t care about your fucking shame, and you
had an affair with me!”
“Don’t you know how dirty you are!”

“Just one night!”
“To put it bluntly, it’s not even a night, it’s just half an hour! It’s all
standing! How the hell can you say that you’re pregnant with my child!
Qiu Cunxin! Does Lao Tzu have any grudge against you! Let me pick
up a father for nothing?”
“The reason why you were aborted and had your uterus taken off is
because of you!”
“You can’t blame anyone!”
Qiu Cunxin was speechless, and she said angrily, “I know! Yes!
That’s right! It’s not your fault that you did what you did to me before,
but I don’t blame you! If I really blame you, Pan Haoyang If I really
hate you, will I still help you!”
“I’m working with you now!”
“Do you understand cooperation?”
“If it weren’t for me, Qiu Cunxin, could you hide in this building quietly
and observe Shen Weiyi every day!”
Qiu Cun’s heart became more and more annoyed.
There was a vicious light in her eyes.
Two months ago, when Pan Haoyang was drunk, she finally escaped
from that little dark room.
Zeng Jin, how arrogant and invincible she was, how dirty and humble
she was the moment she escaped. Although her uterus has been
removed, her other functions are still there.
Moreover, she no longer has to worry about pregnancy in the future.
That’s how she slept all the way from a manure digger to a fugitive. It
finally took half a month to escape from the island, and then all the
way back to Kyoto
When she arrived at her home in Kyoto, her parents might not
recognize her.

After hearing Qiu Cunxin’s story about his experience, the three
parents first hugged each other and cried. After the pain was over,
and calmed down, the father beat Qiu Cunxin severely.
“You unsatisfactory bastard, we have never seen someone like you in
our Qiu family! I’ll kill you! Kill you!”
“Anyway, he’s already a crippled person, and he will follow me to
practice medicine and do good deeds in the future!”
“I just hope you can be a good person in the future!”
Be a good person in the future?
That is impossible!
Qiu Cun sneered in his heart!
Unless her father kills her!
Otherwise, she will definitely not be a good person!
She will overturn the entire Kyoto and Nancheng.

Chapter 1789
After escaping all the way, she had already thought about it with
painstaking thought. The reason why she was harmed by Pan
Haoyang in this way was indeed not to blame for Pan Haoyang.
Blame Dalia!
Going forward, blame Suzi!
It was Suzi who awakened Dalia’s sense of resistance. If Suzi had not
helped Dalia so much, Dalia might have died as soon as she left Jun
Jingyu’s house!
In the entire Nancheng and Kyoto, the core of these women is Suzi.
Married to Jun Jingyu’s Dalia!

She even married Jun Ruian’s Min Qingrong.
They are all low-end, no-nonsense, small households in the market,
especially Dalia, who once married someone and was trafficked by
them, just like livestock!
Such a woman can even marry Jun Jingyu.
In fact, the manipulator behind all this is Suzi!
It was Suzi who manipulated all this, it was Suzi who overturned the
tranquility of the entire Nancheng and the capital, and it was Suzi who
dragged her lowly female friends into the upper class one by one!
That damn b!tch!
She must make Suzi pay a heavy price!
She Qiu Cunxin must drive out Suzi’s entire gang, mainly Suzi, and let
her eat shit without being able to eat hot food!
Of course, Pan Haoyang must repay the hatred that Pan Haoyang
caused her!
When Qiu Cunxin stayed abroad for so many years, was it in vain?
It’s not impossible for her to destroy Pan Haoyang!
However, at this moment, Qiu Cunxin could still use Pan Haoyang.
She said to Pan Haoyang in a soft voice, “The reason why I have
become like this is that of course I can’t settle accounts with you,
Fourth Master Pan. I know Fourth Master in my heart.”
“I stand with you now, and I sincerely want to cooperate with you.”
“Think about it, whether you are in Nancheng or Kyoto, you can’t
show your face. But in Nancheng and Kyoto, I can help you a lot, and
my girlfriend’s family can help you with weapons. How many?”
“I know you have black technology, but your black technology is
brilliant, and you also need actual weapons to really take down Arron,
right?”

“Fourth Master Pan, Arron is not so easy to win, you need help.”
“I don’t want to take him anymore. I just want to go back to my island
and live the rest of my life in peace! I’ll never come to Nancheng again!
So, Qiu Gui, get out of my way!” Pan Haoyang’s temper is bad to the
extreme.
Qiu Cunxin shrugged immediately: “I’m sorry, Fourth Master Pan, I’m
afraid it won’t work. Your island has been surrounded by Arron.”
Pan Haoyang: “Bastard!”
“Twenty kilometers away from your island, a huge ship is parked.
Fourth Master Pan, don’t be naive to think that the ship was a gift from
Arron, right?”
In fact, Qiu Cunxin had already found out.
Arron really packed a large ship of supplies and planned to give it to
Pan Haoyang, so he stopped outside the island.
When he heard the news, Qiu Cun was stunned for a moment.
She just heard that Arron was ruthless by nature, and his six relatives
did not recognize him. Qiu Cunxin really did not expect that Arron
would take such care of Pan Haoyang.
Obviously, Arron takes great care of the twin brother.
But the more this happened, the more scared Qiu Cunxin, as well as
Jun Chengyin and Jun Zixian who were far away in Kyoto.
They even kept doing it, blocking the news from Pan Haoyang.
“Fourth Master Pan, that boat is about one kilometer long and 100
meters wide. If that boat fires all at once, your island will be razed to
the ground by Arron within half a day.”
“By then, you will really be homeless, Fourth Master.”
“By then, if Arron wants to run over you, it will definitely be easier than
running over an ant.”

Pan Haoyang: “…”
After a few seconds, he called again: “Get ready, start moving!”
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Chapter 1790
Hearing Pan Haoyang say these words, Qiu Cunxin immediately
laughed.
Take Suzi and Shen Weiwei away, and grab that desolate place
where human civilization has regressed for fifty years.
Ha ha!
Just thinking about it makes him excited.
Getting Suzi and Shen Wei to leave Nancheng and Arron was the first
step in Qiu Cunxin’s plan.
As long as Suzi and Shen Weiwei leave Arron, their mother and
daughter will never come back.
Never want to come back again.
After that, only Dalia is left, which is much easier to handle.
Whee.

She quietly left behind Pan Haoyang.
Here Pan Haoyang is still ordering his subordinates: “Have the
doubled staff been transferred over?”
The other end immediately replied: “Yes, Fourth Master, I’ll be waiting
for your order!”
Pan Haoyang said coldly, “Snatch! It must be robbed! I will snatch all
the women and children that belong to me, and one day, I will cut off
Arron’s dog’s head!”
Speaking of this, Pan Haoyang’s eyes turned red.
He had always looked melancholy, but at this moment, the circles of
his eyes were red, and it was even more apparent how much he had
been wronged.
In Pan Haoyang’s heart, he just felt wronged.
There is no doubt that he loves Suzi.
Not only does he love Suzi, he also loves the only one, who he
regards as his own daughter.
But, even if he loved them so much, Pan Haoyang still hesitated when
he saw that what Suzi was thinking about was Arron.
It’s his own brother.
Even though everything was ready, he still couldn’t let it go.
He is not so cruel.
But what about Arron?
That bastard-like woman!
Damn it!
He actually surrounded the island on which he lived from all sides!

He actually drove such a big boat, ready to blow up Pan Haoyang
once again.
It seems that he failed to capture him at Jiaxing Island last time, so
Arron has been reluctant to give up!
It seems that Arron personally told him a few days ago whether to
raze his island to the ground in half a day, or two hours? It turned out
that what Arron said was true.
Damn it!
Son of a b!tch!
Arron is still so ruthless, so ignorant of his six relatives!
That being the case, what is he Pan Haoyang waiting for!
What are you waiting for!
“Go ahead! If Christopher resists, he will be killed on the spot!” Pan
Haoyang said calmly.
“Yes, sir!”
“In the future, call me Fourth Master!” Pan Haoyang said.
“Yes, Fourth Master!”
“Go!”
After closing the line, Pan Haoyang quietly watched the movement in
the hospital through the high-powered mirror.
The whole hospital was silent.
Occasionally there is one or two childish laughter, which seems so
clear and pure.
Family members in the hospital who occasionally came to visit the
patient shuttled.
Everything seemed so ordinary.

But no one realizes that maybe the next moment is a storm.
Even Christopher, who has been a professional bodyguard for more
than ten years, looks so loose and has no defenses.

Chapter 1791
Not far away, the dead men who were slowly approaching Suzi and
Shen Wei couldn’t help but laugh at each other.
“The boss said that Christopher was very difficult to deal with, and I
don’t think so.”
“Looking at his casual look, I guess he’ll be caught off guard when
we’re rushing up.”
“Haha!” Another dead man immediately took over: “In the next second,
before he could react, he was already dead.”
“He would see his head and leave his body.”
“I estimate that no one will come to see the doctor in this hospital in
the future. It’s a pity for a hospital.”
“We’re going to do something earth-shattering!”
The dead soldiers moved closer to the unconscious Suzi and Shen
Wei.
At this moment, a middle-aged woman and a little boy suddenly
passed by Suzi and Shen Weiyi. Behind the middle-aged woman
were four or five men, some with fruit boxes and some with flowers.
There is no doubt that this is a group of relatives who are visiting the
patient together.
Those who died were more relaxed, and it was the most appropriate
time to rob people, because they could take advantage of the chaos.
However, before they could take another step forward, the little boy
who was being held by the middle-aged woman touched Shen Weiyi’s
head mischievously.

The little boy also said frivolously: “Little sister, you look good and
punctual, I like you…”
However, before the little boy’s voice fell, he was caught by a
fast-handed rock and squeaked under the nest. He suddenly threw it
back, and fell on the man behind him impartially.
The little boy was forced to leave Shen Weiyi, and he was unscathed.
Not only that, Christopher’s movements were so fast that no one
could see how he did it.
Even Pan Haoyang in the high background couldn’t see clearly.
After the little boy was thrown into a man’s arms, he was stunned in
reality, and then howled like a spoiled child.
The group relied on their own people, and two or three men among
them began to approach Christopher with their arms and legs rolled
up. However, in the next second, Christopher quickly subdued four or
five men one by one. .
All those men fell to the ground without knowing why.
They only saw that Christopher had returned to protecting Suzi and
Shen Weiyi as usual.
Christopher said very calmly: “Madam, little princess, don’t be afraid,
as long as Christopher is there, even if a hundred people are around
here, Christopher will find them all over the place!”
“Christopher will definitely protect the lady and the little princess
unscathed!”
Behind Christopher, Suzi and Shen Weiwei were extremely
indifferent.
They naturally believed in Christopher.
At this moment, those dead soldiers who came to besiege
Christopher were suddenly dumbfounded.

They finally saw Christopher’s skill with their own eyes, and they
couldn’t stand it at all.
Not to mention these dead men, even Pan Haoyang behind the
high-powered mirror was dumbfounded.
He knew that Christopher was Arron’s bodyguard and that
Christopher was good at kung fu.
But I don’t know that Christopher’s kung fu is so good.
Good enough to stun him.
Pan Haoyang immediately made another phone call: “The action is
canceled first!”
The other end also sighed: “Fourth Master, you…that Christopher is
too powerful. Although we have increased our manpower, we
still…still cannot win me.”
“I know, I have seen it, so I withdraw first!” Pan Haoyang said angrily.
He hammered the gun in the back of his hand, and hated to tear down
the building.
He couldn’t help but scolded angrily: “Damn it! How can Christopher
die!”
“Kill Christopher to death first!”
At this time, Qiu Cun didn’t know what to do next to Pan Haoyang:
“Fourth Master Pan, I told you that Arron is not easy to deal with, can
you see clearly now?”
“Do you think that if Arron is not with Suzi and Shen Wei’s mother and
daughter, you will have a chance?”
“Not really!”
“Since Arron dares to put Suzi and Shen Wei out of his sight, it means
that he has a lot of confidence in me being able to protect their mother
and daughter.”

“And that Christopher, he is a very unusual existence.”
“Let’s put it this way, you have a group of dead soldiers who are loyal
to you, and Christopher is more loyal to Arron than your dead soldiers.
He will protect the mother and daughter with his own life. Do you
understand? So Pan Haoyang, you can’t succeed!”
“Qiu Gui, you black crow, shut up!” Pan Haoyang said angrily.
Qiu Cun smiled casually and said, “I’m here to tell you that I have a
good way.”

